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Abstract

We introduce a family ofrigid hyperbolic 3-manifolds of infinite volume with possibly infinitely many ends: thetreelike
manifolds. These manifolds generalize a family of constructive non compact surfaces – the equational surfaces – f
the homeomorphism problem is decidable. The proof of rigidity relies firstly on Thurston’s theorem of compactnes
Teichmüller space of acylindrical compact 3-manifolds, and secondly, on Sullivan’s rigidity theorem.To cite this article: O. Ly,
C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I 337 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Construction de pseudo-isométries pour les 3-variétés hyperboliques de volume infini arborescentes.Nous introduisons
une famille de 3-variétés hyperboliquesrigides de volume infini à nombre de bouts infini : lesvariétés arborescentes. Ces
variétés généralisent une famille de surfaces non compactes constructives – les surfaces équationnelles – pour
le problème de l’homéomorphisme est décidable. La démonstration de rigidité s’appuie sur, premièrement, le thé
Thurston de compacité de l’espace de Teichmüller des 3-variétés compactes acylindriques, et deuxièmement, le th
rigidité de Sullivan.Pour citer cet article : O. Ly, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I 337 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Sullivan showed in [6] that if the action of a discrete group of hyperbolic motionsΓ on the sphere at infinity
is conservative then the quotient manifoldH

n/Γ is Mostov-rigid, i.e., any pseudo-isometry betweenH
n/Γ and

another hyperbolic manifold is homotopic to an isometry. McMullen gave in [3] a sufficient condition fo
conservativity of this action: the action ofΓ on the sphere at infinity is conservative if the injectivity radius of
quotient manifold is uniformly bounded.

Here we present a method of constructions of pseudo-isometries for a family of complete hyperb
manifolds of infinite volume – thetreelike manifolds – satisfying this criterion. These manifolds are defined
follows:

E-mail address: olivier.ly@louveciennes.sema.slb.com (O. Ly).
1631-073X/$ – see front matter 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights
reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.crma.2003.08.005
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Definition 1.1. Let M be a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold without boundary.M is said to betreelike if there
exists a geodesic triangulationT of M such that

• the lengths of the edges ofT vary in a fixed compact interval not containing zero,
• there exists alongT a system of pairwise disjoint separating incompressible surfaces{Su}u which cuts
M into simple pieces in the sense that there exists a finite number of bordered compact triangu
manifoldsM1, . . . ,Mn such that for each componentC ofM\⋃

u Su, there exists a simplicial homeomorphis
ϕc : �C→Mι(c) whereι(c) ∈ {1,2, . . . , n},

• for each componentC of M\⋃
u Su, �C is acylindrical.

The main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem 1.2.Let M , M ′ be two treelike complete hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Then every isomorphism between
π1(M) and π1(M

′) is induced by an isometry.

The main step of the proof consists in Lemma 3.3: given an isomorphism between the fundamental gro
pair of treelike hyperbolic manifolds, one can construct a homotopy equivalence inducing it which isk-Lipschitz
for some constantk > 0. The main ingredient to get this map is Thurston’s compactness theorem for Teich
spaces of acylindrical compact 3-manifolds [8] which allows us to control deformations of treelike manifold
result allows us to use a standard construction of pseudo-isometry that we shall not describe here (see
conclusion comes with the use of theorem of Sullivan and the criterion of McMullen.

2. Examples of treelike manifolds

The following lemma, whose proof is omitted, allows us to construct examples of treelike manifolds (se

Lemma 2.1.Let N be a prime acylindrical compact 3-manifold whose boundary components are incompressible
surfaces of genus greater than two, then N can be endowed with a complete hyperbolic structure with totally
geodesic boundary.

Taking this result into account, given such a prime acylindrical compact 3-manifoldN with m > 1
incompressible boundary components of genus greater than 2, we construct a treelike complete hyperbolic
as follows: by Lemma 2.1,N can be endowed with a complete hyperbolic metric with totally geodesic boun
For each boundary componentB of N , let us consider a new copy ofN which we glue onN itself alongB
according to the identity mapping ofB. We get a manifold withm(m− 1) boundary components. We repeat t
operation to the new manifold obtained. Iterating in this way leads to a treelike complete hyperbolic man
infinite volume. Let us note that this manifold may have infinitely many ends, and its fundamental group m
not finitely generated.

Treelike manifolds arises as generalizations of equational surfaces (see [1]). Indeed, it can be chec
the manifold constructed previously is constructive in the sense that it has a triangulation generated by
grammar.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Notations. First, we fix some notations. LetM be a treelike complete hyperbolic 3-manifold. Let{Su}u, Mi and
ϕc be like in Definition 1.1. Let{Bij }1�j�bi be the components of the boundary ofMi . Let us considerSu ⊂ �C;
ϕc|Su defines a simplicial homeomorphism betweenSu and a component of the boundary ofMι(c). But there is
only finitely manyBij . So there is finitely manySu up to triangulation isomorphism. Let{Tk}1�k�m be a family
of representatives of theSu, given with a family of simplicial homeomorphisms{ψu :Su → Tµ(u) | u}.

Let i, j , u andC be such thatϕc(Su)= Bij . Thenψu ◦ ϕc−1|Bij :Bij → Tµ(u) is a simplicial homeomorphism
Let us note that the number of simplicial homeomorphism between two triangulated surfaces is finite
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homotopy. Therefore, even if it means adding new representative of the components ofM\⋃
u Su, namely newMi ,

we can suppose thatψu ◦ ϕc−1|Bij neither depends onu nor onC; let it be denoted bygij .
For eachk ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}, let us choose a vertexxk of the triangulation ofTk. For each pairi, j , let k ∈ [1,m]

be such thatBij is mapped ontoTk by gij , we then definexij = gij
−1(xk). Let ti be a simplicial tree inMi of

root xi0 connectingxi0 to all thexij for j �= 0. Let us assume thatti is a star contained in the interior ofMi ,
except for thexij . Let us consider a spanning tree of the 1-skeleton ofTk . It induces viag−1

ij a spanning tree of th
1-skeleton of eachBij . Let si be a spanning tree of the 1-skeleton ofMi which contains these trees together withti .
By usingϕ−1

c for each componentC ofM\⋃
u Su, the family{si}i defines a spanning tree of the 1-skeleton ofM,

let us denote it bys. For eachC, let xc = ϕ−1
c (xι(c)0). Let us choose one componentC0 of M\⋃

u Su, let us call
it the root component of M. The union of the family{ϕ−1

c (ti)}c, denoted byt , is called aspine of M and for any
componentC, xc is called anode of t . Even if it means adding new representatives of component, we can as
that ifC �= C′ thenxc �= xc′ .

Since t is a tree containingxc0, π1(M, t) is canonically isomorphic toπ1(M,xc0). On the other hand, fo
each componentC, there is a canonical homomorphism induced byϕ−1

c from π1(Mι(c), xι(c)0) into π1(M, t).
Let Γi denoteπ1(Mi, xi0). Then the resulting homomorphismjc :Γι(c) → π1(M,xc0) is injective becauseSu is
incompressible.

Step 1. Let Γ , Γ ′ be two discrete subgroups of hyperbolic elements of IsomH
3 such thatM = H

3/Γ and
M ′ = H

3/Γ ′ are treelike complete hyperbolic manifolds. LetΦ :Γ → Γ ′ be an isomorphism. We keep th
above notations concerning the treelike decomposition ofM. Let Ai denote the generating subset ofΓi defined
using si and the edges of the 1-skeleton ofMi not belonging tosi . Let us consider the functionmi which
associates to each faithful representationρ of Γi the pointmi(ρ) ∈ H

3 which minimizes the functiondρ(x) =∑
α∈Ai dH3(x,ρ(α)(x)). It can be checked thatmi is well defined and continuous regarding the algebraic topo

of the space of faithful representations ofΓi .
Now, let us pick an element̃xc0 ∈ H

3 in the fiber ofxc0. Together with the covering mapH3 →M, this defines
a holonomy mapH :π1(M,xc0)→ Γ . LetC be a component ofM\⋃

u Su, let ρc =Φ ◦H ◦ jc, this is a faithful
representation ofΓι(c) in IsomH

3. Let x̃ ′
c =mι(c)(ρc).

Lemma 3.1.There exists k1> 0 such that ∀C1,C2 such that �C1 ∩ �C2 �= ∅, d
H3(x̃ ′

c1
, x̃ ′
c2
)� k1.

Proof. Let us consider two componentsC1 andC2 such that�C1 ∩ �C2 �= ∅. LetK = π1(�C1 ∪ �C2, xc1). As above,
there is a natural injectionjK :K → π(M,xc0). For i ∈ {1,2}, ϕ−1

Ci
induces an injectionj ′

ci
of Γι(ci) into K. We

havejci = jK ◦ j ′
ci

. The function defined byρ �→ d
H3(mι(c1)(ρ ◦ j ′

c1
),mι(c2)(ρ ◦ j ′

c2
)) from the space of faithfu

representations ofK to R+ is continuous becausemi is continuous. To other extends, it is invariant by conjuga
and then, it defines a continuous functiond̄ : AH(K)→ R+, where AH(K) denotes the Teichmüller space ofK
endowed with the algebraic topology. Let us note that�C1 ∪ �C2 is acylindrical. By Thurston’s theorem (see [8
AH(K) is compact and thus,̄d is bounded. Finally, the number of such triple(K,Γι(c1),Γι(c2)) arising as above i
finite up to isomorphism and for each pair of intercepting componentsC1 andC2, Φ ◦H gives rise in a canonica
way to a faithful representation ofK = π1(�C1 ∪ �C2, xc1). The conclusion follows. ✷
Lemma 3.2.There exists k2> 0 such that ∀C, ∀α ∈Aι(c): dH3(x̃ ′

C , ρc(α)(x̃ ′
C))� k2.

Proof. The mappingρ �→ dH3(mι(c)(ρ), ρ(α)(mι(c)(ρ))) is continuous on the space of faithful representation
Γι(c) and invariant by conjugation. We use again Thurston’s theorem.✷

We now construct an homotopy equivalencef betweenM andM ′ which is k-Lipschitz for some constantk.
First, we definef on the 1-skeletonM(1) of M.

Let p′ :H3 →M ′ be a covering map associated to the hyperbolic structure ofM ′. For all componentC, let
f (xc)= p′(x̃ ′

c).
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Let e be an simple path oft connectingxc1 andxc2 whereC1 andC2 are components such thatC1 ∩ C2 �= ∅.
The length ofe has a lower bound, which is independent ofe. By Lemma 3.1 the distance betweenx̃ ′

c1
andx̃ ′

c2
is

bounded inH3. We then choosep′([x̃ ′
c1
, x̃ ′
c2

]) for the image ofe, where[x̃ ′
c1
, x̃ ′
c2

] denotes the geodesic segme
betweenx̃ ′

c1
andx̃ ′

c2
. Clearly,f |e can be defined to be Lipschitz for a constant not depending one.

Let x be a point ofs. As s is a tree containingt which is also a tree,x is connected tot within s by a unique
path. We definef (x) to be the image (as defined previously) of the other extremity of this path. Actually, w
retracts into t . Again, the restriction off on each edge ofs can be construct to be Lipschitz.

Let us now consider an edgee ofM(1) not belonging to s. Letx1 andx2 be its extremities. LetC be a componen
such thate ⊂ �C. Let α ∈ Aι(c) be the element ofΓι(c) associated toϕc(e). Let ẽ′ denote the geodesic segme
[x̃ ′
c, ρc(α)(x̃

′
c)]. The image ofe by f is defined to be the concatenation[f (x1), f (xc)]p′(ẽ′)[f (xc), f (x2)]. The

fact thatf can be constructed to be Lipschitz follows from Lemma 3.2.
Now, it can be checked thatΦ ◦ H ◦ (iM(1))∗ = H ′ ◦ f∗, making us sure thatf is going to be an homotop

equivalence inducingΦ. The construction off on M(2), keeping the Lipschitz property, is now easy. Ea
2-simplexσ comes from anMi for somei, and its boundaryγσ is mapped byf to a piecewise geodesic loo
γ ′
σ of uniformly bounded length. As this loop is null homotopic, it is lifted inH

3 by a piecewise geodesic loop̃γ ′
σ

of the same length. This last loop bounds a diskD of bounded “size” inH3. We definef (σ) to be the imagep′(D)
of this disk inM ′. The “size” ofσ is bounded bellow in the sense that the lengths of all its edges are bo
below. So,f |σ can be constructed to be Lipschitz. The construction off onM(3) follows the same ideas. It can b
checked thatf is k-Lipschitz for some constantk > 0. Eventually, we get the following result:

Lemma 3.3.LetM andM ′ be complete hyperbolic 3-manifolds without boundary. Let us assume thatM is treelike.
Then every isomorphism between π1(M) and π1(M

′) is induced by a k-Lipschitz homotopy equivalence from M

to M ′ for some k > 0.

Step 2. This step consists in proving thatf lifts to a pseudo-isometry ofH3. This does not really differ from th
compact case which is standard and can be found in, e.g., [5, Theorem 11.6.1].

Step 4. By Sullivan’s theorem [6], if the action ofΓ on the sphere at infinity is conservative then ev
Γ -equivariant pseudo-isometry is homotopic to aΓ -equivariant isometry by aΓ -equivariant homotopy. On th
other hand, by the result of McMullen (see [3] or [2, Theorem 5.11]), the action ofΓ on the sphere at infinity i
conservative if and only if the injectivity radius ofH

3/Γ is uniformly bounded. This last condition is fulfilled b
treelike manifolds. Theorem 1.2 is proved.✷
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